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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Elucidating the neurobiology of the adolescent brain is fundamental to our understanding of the etiology of psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia and addiction, the symptoms of which often manifest during this developmental period. Dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) are strongly implicated in adolescent behavioral and psychiatric vulnerabilities, but little is known about how adolescent VTA neurons encode information during motivated behavior.

METHODS: We recorded daily from VTA neurons in adolescent and adult rats during learning and maintenance of a cued, reward-motivated instrumental task and extinction from this task.

RESULTS: During performance of the same motivated behavior, identical events were encoded differently by adult and adolescent VTA neurons. Adolescent VTA neurons with dopamine-like characteristics lacked a reward anticipation signal and showed a smaller response to reward delivery compared with adults. After extinction, however, these neurons maintained a strong phasic response to cues formerly predictive of reward opportunity.

CONCLUSIONS: Anticipatory neuronal activity in the VTA supports preparatory attention and is implicated in error prediction signaling. Absence of this activity, combined with persistent representations of previously rewarded experiences, may provide a mechanism for rash decision making in adolescents.
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Adolescence is associated with risky behavior and the symptomatic onset of major psychiatric disorders (1–3). Immaturities in processing rewarding experiences have been suspected in adolescents and are thought to contribute to poor decision making and increased susceptibility to develop addictive and psychiatric disorders (1,4,5). The dopamine system has been implicated strongly in adolescent behavioral and illness vulnerabilities (6–8). In the adult brain, dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) are critically involved in reward processing (9) and have been implicated in the pathophysiology of addiction, mood disorders, and schizophrenia (10,11). In the adolescent brain, there is a general assumption of exaggerated VTA or dopamine responses to reward (12–14). But while a few studies suggest differences in dopamine-related measures between adolescents and adults (6,15,16), little is known about how adolescent VTA neurons process reward-related events.

We recorded daily from populations of VTA neurons in adolescent (postnatal days [P] 38 to 45) and adult rats during learning, brief maintenance, and extinction of a cued reward-driven instrumental task. Animals first learned that a rewarding outcome would be available if they performed an instrumental action (nose poke) after cue presentation and then, during extinction, learned that the reward was no longer available after cue presentation. This task was chosen because it 1) is sensitive to dopamine neurotransmission; 2) is feasible to complete during the short adolescent period; 3) provides measures of reward-mediated learning and extinction, which are critical processes for adapting to changes in environmental association (17); and 4) is learned and performed similarly by adolescents and adults, allowing the confound of potential behavioral differences contributing to neuronal activity differences to be ruled out. Data were analyzed considering the response of all VTA neurons, as well as comparison between neurons with nondopamine or dopamine-like characteristics. These analyses revealed critical age-related differences in VTA neuronal activity, which may provide novel insight for understanding dopamine-related behavioral vulnerabilities in adolescents.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Subjects and Electrode Implantation

Experimental procedures were in accordance with the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Male Sprague-Dawley (Harlan, Frederick, Maryland) adolescent (n = 7) and adult (n = 11) rats were used in this experiment. Surgical methods are as described previously (18). Adolescents (P21) and adults (P70+) were received at least 1 week before surgery (approximately P28 in the adolescent group) to habituate to the vivarium (12-hour light/dark cycle with lights on at 7:00 PM). We implanted laboratory-made 8-channel electrode arrays (50 μm diameter tungsten
Behavior

Animals were first habituated for 2 days to an operant chamber (Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, Pennsylvania) equipped with a food trough and reward magazine opposite a nose-poke port with a cue light and infrared photodetector unit and a tone-generating speaker (Figure 1A). Similar to previous work (18), rats then learned to nose poke into the lit port for reward delivery in six sessions. Each trial began with the cue onset (the cue light and 500 Hz tone .2 sec in duration). Following the nose poke (action), the cue light was extinguished and a reward was delivered 2 seconds later. A 15-second intertrial interval (ITI) initiated upon reward collection (45 mg sugar pellet; Bio-Serv, Frenchtown, New Jersey), after which began the next trial. For each trial, the cue light remained illuminated until the rat responded. Each session lasted 30 minutes. In session 7, actions were reinforced for 30 trials (session 7R). Following this, reward was no longer available during a 30 minute block of trials (within-session extinction [session 7E]). In session 8 (30 min), the cue light still was extinguished after an action, but no reward was delivered and the trial proceeded to the ITI (full session of extinction).

Electrophysiology

Rats were connected to a lightweight headstage (Plexon, Dallas, Texas) and a motorized commutator (Plexon) that allowed free movement during experiments. Data were high-pass filtered at 100 Hz and digitized at 40 kHz (OmniPlex System; Plexon). Data were sorted with standard techniques (Offline Sorter; Plexon); minimum acceptable signal-to-noise ratio approximately 3:1. Neurons were not prescreened for physiological characteristics or response properties before recording. Behavioral events were synchronized with neuronal activity. NeuroExplorer (NEX Technologies, Madison, Alabama) was used for preliminary analysis.

Data Analysis

The number of trials completed served as a behavioral index of learning and performance. A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with session as a repeated measure, was used to compare behavioral performance between age groups and sessions. Independent samples t tests were used to quantify age-related behavioral differences in single sessions. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied in all cases in which unequal variances between groups were detected. Isolated single unit data were analyzed with custom written MATLAB functions (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts). We classified neurons recorded in consecutive recording sessions as different units, despite the possibility that units were recorded serially. This approach is the most conservative assessment of unit identity. Though neuronal classification is necessarily arbitrary, for comparison with previous work, neurons were classified as dopamine-like or nondopamine-like based on baseline firing rate (dopamine-like neurons < 10 Hz) and width of waveform (dopamine-like neurons > 1.2 msec). Note that, because the adolescence period in rodents is short (~10 days), use of optogenetics to identify dopamine or gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) neurons is not feasible because there is not enough time after weaning to allow for sufficient virus expression after surgery. Basal activity levels were measured the final 10 seconds of the ITI. Baseline firing rates in both age groups were nonnormally distributed and compared with a Wilcoxon rank sum test. Unit firing rates during task events were binned (50 msec), smoothed with a five-point moving rectangular kernel, and Z-score normalized against a stable baseline period (~3.5 to ~5 sec from cue onset). A .25-second window, beginning at cue onset, was utilized for cue-evoked response. The neuronal responses around instrumental action execution were analyzed in both small (.5 sec) and large (.75 sec) windows that were centered on the time of the action. This activity may be evoked directly by the action or by stimuli in the environment. The terminology action-evoked neuronal

Figure 1. Adult and adolescent rats learn instrumental associations and extinction at similar rates. (A) Task schematic: When rats nose poked into the lit port, a reward was delivered following a 2-second delay. After animals retrieved the sugar reward, a 15-second intertrial interval began. Sessions 1 to 6 proceeded in this fashion for 30 minutes each (Learning & Maintenance). Session 7 began with 30 rewarded trials (7R) and then proceeded to 30 minutes of extinction (7E) in which responses were not rewarded (Extinction). Session 8 was 30 minutes of extinction trials only. (B) There were no differences between adolescents (n = 7) and adults (n = 11) in total trials completed per session. During extinction in sessions 7 and 8, there were no group differences in trials completed. Total trials completed in each session are depicted as the session mean ± SE, across all animals in an age group. Data are depicted for sessions 1 to 6 (before extinction) and sessions 7E and 8. Underlined sessions (sessions 3 to 6) and extinction sessions were used for electrophysiological analysis. The shaded portion of the figure depicts extinction sessions. Data from session 7R are not plotted, as all animals were required to complete exactly 30 trials.
responses refers to these factors collectively, without assuming that the action is solely responsible for evoking this response. Prereward delivery activity was assessed in a 5-second window ending .05 second before delivery. Finally, reward delivery-evoked activity was assessed in a 75-second window, relative to delivery. Differences in perievent activity between age groups and across sessions were assessed with two-way ANOVA. Because of the low number of trials completed in the first two sessions, these sessions were excluded from neuronal activity analyses. Neuronal responses to extinction in session 7 were measured in blocks of trials (repeated measure). In session 8, two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to detect postextinction cue-evoked responses in each group.

**Histology**

Rats were anesthetized with 8% chloral hydrate and intracardially perfused with 9% saline followed by 10% buffered formalin. Brains were fixed, sectioned (coronal slices, 60–100 μm), and stained with cresyl violet. Electrode placements were confirmed with a light microscope according to the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (19).

**RESULTS**

**Behavior**

Rats were trained to perform actions after cue onset for reward according to a fixed-ratio 1 reinforcement schedule (Figure 1A). In sessions 1 to 6, trials completed increased with training (Figure 1B, session: F_{5,80} = 42.608, p < .001). There was no difference in the progression of task learning and performance between age groups (Figure 1B, age: F_{1,16} = 1.889, p = .187; interaction: F_{5,80} = 1.245, p = .304), indicating that both groups learned at a comparable rate and reached similar levels of peak responding. In session 7, the first 30 trials were rewarded (session 7R), reinforced, and followed by 30 minutes of extinction trials. Adolescent and adult rats executed similar numbers of trials after extinction (Figure 1B; session 7E; t_{16} = −.153, p = .880). Session 8 was a full extinction session, during which both groups performed an equivalent number of trials (Figure 1B; session 8; t_{16} = −.244, p = .811). The number of trials performed in the final pre-extinction session (session 6) versus the final extinction session (session 8) decreased in both age groups (Figure 1B; session: F_{1,16} = 74.033, p < .001), without a significant difference between groups (Figure 1B; age: F_{1,16} = .046, p = .834; interaction: F_{1,16} = .402, p = .535). These data indicate that the behavior of both age groups was equally sensitive to extinction of the instrumental association. The lack of overt behavioral differences suggests that gross behavioral differences do not account for divergent neuronal activity.

**Age Differences in Event-Evoked Activity in VTA Population Response**

We recorded VTA neurons in adolescent (n = 7) and adult (n = 11) male rats across eight consecutive recording sessions (Figure S1 in Supplement 1). There were no consistent age-related differences in baseline population firing rates (Table 1). For event-evoked data analysis, we began by analyzing the activity of the entire population of VTA neurons grouped together (both nondopamine and dopamine-like neurons). Adolescent VTA neurons had smaller reward delivery-evoked responses than adults (F_{1,584} = 10.962, p = .001; Figure 2B). In both age groups, the magnitude of this response was consistent throughout training (session: F_{3,584} = .620, p = .603; interaction: F_{3,584} = .166, p = .920). Adolescent VTA neurons showed a greater action-evoked response than adults during sessions 3 to 6 (F_{1,584} = 7.761, p = .006; Figure 2). Cue-evoked neuronal activity increased across training sessions 3 to 6 (F_{3,584} = 5.097, p = .002; Figure 2) but was equivalent in magnitude between age groups (F_{1,584} = .277, p = .599).

Session 7 was divided into rewarded (session 7R) and extinction (session 7E) blocks. There was a reduction in reward-evoked activity across all subjects (F_{1,159} = 27.057, p < .001) but not cue (F_{1,159} = 1.931, p = .167) or action-evoked activity (F_{1,159} = 3.467, p = .064). In session 8, which was an entirely extinction session, adolescent cue responses were significantly greater than adults (F_{1,127} = 6.430, p = .012; Figure 2B). Thus, during extinction, adolescent VTA neurons maintained a strong phasic response to a cue previously predictive of reward availability. There were no age-related differences in action- or reward-evoked activity during extinction (action: F_{1,127} = 2.121, p = .121; reward: F_{1,127} = .317, p = .574), indicating that other task-related events are processed similarly by both age groups during extinction.

**Age-Related Differences in Event-Evoked Activity in Neurons Classified as Nondopamine or Dopamine Neurons**

The VTA contains dopamine and nondopamine (primarily GABA) neurons (20). Importantly, dopamine and nondopamine neurons may encode either similar or distinct information about salient events (21–24). To address potential functional heterogeneity, we analyzed neuronal activity surrounding cue onset, instrumental actions, and reward delivery separately for dopamine-like and nondopamine-like VTA neurons.

Because average firing rate of dopamine-like and nondopamine-like neurons was not normally distributed, we analyzed these data using a nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test, which compares median rather than mean values. This metric revealed no consistent differences in the baseline firing rates of dopamine-like neurons between age groups (Figure 3).

---

**Table 1. Baseline Firing Rate of VTA Neurons in Adult and Adolescent Rats**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Adults (Hz)</th>
<th>Adolescents (Hz)</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.726</td>
<td>3.163</td>
<td>−2.730</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.998</td>
<td>2.879</td>
<td>−4.029</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.198</td>
<td>3.667</td>
<td>−3.008</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.951</td>
<td>3.245</td>
<td>−2.851</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.502</td>
<td>3.581</td>
<td>−2.985</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.943</td>
<td>4.723</td>
<td>−.809</td>
<td>.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.262</td>
<td>3.801</td>
<td>−.962</td>
<td>.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.750</td>
<td>3.941</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VTA, ventral tegmental area.
After instrumental actions but before reward delivery (reward expectation period), adult dopamine-like neurons showed a sustained increase in firing rate that was absent in adolescents (Figure 4; age: \(F_{1,419} = 20.370, p < .001\)). This pattern was consistent across sessions 3 to 6 (session: \(F_{3,419} = .786, p = .190\)). Adolescent dopamine neurons also had smaller reward delivery-evoked responses than adults (Figure 4; group: \(F_{1,419} = 10.627, p = .001\)) across sessions (session: \(F_{3,419} = 1.476, p = .223\); interaction: \(F_{3,419} = .018, p = .997\)). In summary, cue and action-evoked dopamine-like neuronal activity did not differ by age group throughout learning (Figure 5A). In contrast, adult dopamine-like neuronal activity was greater than adolescent activity during reward anticipation and delivery (Figure 5B,C). When activity was compared across individual sessions, group differences were observed in reward anticipation on days 4, 5, and 6 (Figure 5B; day 3: \(F_{1,95} = 2.580, p = .112\); day 4: \(F_{1,106} = 3.92, p = .05\); day 5: \(F_{1,120} = 10.252, p < .01\); day 6: \(F_{1,98} = 5.439, p < .05\)). Reward delivery activity was only different between groups on day 5 (Figure 5C; day 3: \(F_{1,95} = 1.605, p = .439\); day 4: \(F_{1,106} = 2.912, p = .09\); day 5: \(F_{1,120} = 7.344, p < .01\); day 6: \(F_{1,98} = 2.144, p = .146\)).

For sessions 7 and 8, we focused on cue and reward-related neuronal activity, as these task periods were associated with strong modulations of activity during task maintenance. When dopamine-like neuronal activity was examined across blocks in session 7, cue-evoked neuronal responses were not statistically different between adolescents and adults (Figure 6A; age: \(F_{1,121} = 2.876, p = .092\); block: \(F_{1,121} = 2.973, p = .087\); interaction: \(F_{1,121} = .001, p = .992\)). However, in session 8 (Figure 6A), adolescent dopamine-like cue-evoked responses were greater than those of adults (\(F_{1,101} = 7.932, p = .006\)). Examination of the magnitude of cue-evoked activation revealed a significant interaction between precue and postcue epochs and age (\(F_{1,101} = 6.227, p = .014\); Figure 6B), indicating increased cue-evoked phasic response relative to baseline in adolescents compared with adults. In addition, adult cue-responsive neurons were more likely to reduce neural activity across trials during extinction compared with adolescents (Figure 7).

The reward expectation period in the first block of session 7 (7R, rewarded trials) was associated with increased activity in adult dopamine-like neurons (Figure 6A, column 3). During extinction, adult dopamine-like neuronal responses decreased during the reward expectation period (Figure 6A; session 7E, interaction: \(F_{1,121} = 10.185, p = .002\)). Since both extinction and reinforced trials proceed similarly until reward delivery, the rapid attenuation of prereward response is likely related to reward expectancy.

Non-dopamine-like neurons were not significantly modulated by cue onset (Figure 8; session: \(F_{3,157} = 1.476, p = .223\); age: \(F_{1,157} = .140, p = .708\); interaction: \(F_{3,157} = .018, p = .997\)). Adolescent non-dopamine-like neurons had greater action-evoked neuronal responses than adults (Figure 8; age: \(F_{1,157} = 8.367, p = .004\)). We further examined action-evoked responses in a larger time window (.75 sec) and found similar results (age: \(F_{1,157} = 7.372, p = .007\)). The magnitude of this response was consistent across sessions (session: \(F_{3,157} = 1.274, p = .286\)). Normalized reward delivery-evoked responses were not significantly different between age groups.
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**Figure 4.** Dopamine-like responses evoked by cue develop similarly with learning, while adults have larger reward delivery-evoked responses than adolescents. Cue-evoked population responses increased with learning, and the progression of this response did not differ by age group. However, adolescents demonstrated a reduced reward-evoked response compared with adults. In addition, adults, but not adolescents, showed a sustained elevation in activity beginning 1 second before reward delivery. Perireward neuronal activity grew stronger in magnitude across sessions. Each panel depicts the normalized and smoothed neuronal responses of dopamine-like neurons in both age groups, averaged across trials and neurons. Data are aligned to the onset time of the cue (left column), time of the instrumental action (middle column), and the time of reward delivery. Data are depicted for the first six sessions (one session per row) before extinction as mean ± SE. The cumulative number of dopamine-like units recorded in each session is depicted in the upper left corner of the left column of each row. The topmost number indicates adolescent units. Tan overlay indicates maintenance sessions.

---

**DISCUSSION**

In adolescents, reckless decision making and increased sensation seeking, as well as their enhanced vulnerability to substance abuse and psychiatric disorders, have been attributed to immaturities in dopamine systems (7,13,25,26) and exaggerated reward responsiveness of VTA dopamine neurons (12,14). We found that adolescent dopamine neurons lacked sustained reward anticipation responses and had reduced, as opposed to exaggerated, responses to the reward. These neurons, however, maintained representations of previous reward opportunities by responding phasically to cues that had once predicted reward availability.

In addition to classic phasic responses to reward delivery and predictive cues (10), dopamine neurons also respond to anticipation of an impending salient event (27–29). These latter responses are linked to perceptual and cognitive aspects of dopamine-mediated functions including preparatory attention and reward prediction error signaling (9,27–29). Here, we observed failure of adolescent VTA dopamine neurons to activate during reward prediction, which, combined with enhanced representation of previous reward opportunities, may bias adolescent action selection and decision making in response to environmental cues that represent a potential reward opportunity.

**Reduced Reward Response by VTA Dopamine Neurons in Adolescents**

Adult VTA neuronal activity, including that of dopamine-like neurons, was consistent with previous work showing that at any point during learning or maintenance (Figure 8; age: $F_{1,156} = 1.746, p = .180$). During extinction, there was no change in action-induced neuronal activity in these neurons in either age group in sessions 7 or 8 (Figure 8; block: $F_{1,36} = 1.276, p = .266$; session 8 versus session 6: $F_{1,67} = .372, p = .515$), and age-related differences were still evident on session 8 (age: $F_{1,67} = 4.972, p = .029$). The lack of change in neuronal activity was not affected by window size, as similar results were obtained with larger windows in session 7R versus session 7E and session 7E versus session 8. Thus, the adolescent nondopamine-like neuron response in periaction windows was sustained during extinction where association of instrumental action and reward were not present.

**Figure 3.** Adolescent and adult ventral tegmental area neurons have similar activity levels. (A) The baseline firing rates of dopamine (DA)-like and nondopamine-like neurons in adolescent and adult rats are displayed for sessions 4 to 6. Baseline firing rates were nonnormally distributed, and accordingly, firing rates are depicted as median ± 95% confidence interval. (B) The full distributions of baseline firing rates of dopamine-like neurons and nondopamine-like neurons in session 6 are plotted on a log axis. Ventral tegmental area units were classified as dopamine-like neurons if they had low baseline firing rates (< 10 Hz) and wide spike waveforms (> 1.2 msec). Each dot represents one unit. One hundred example spike waveforms from one unit in each group are shown in the lower right (scale bar x axis = .5 msec, y axis = .1 mV). Asterisk denotes significant group difference ($p < .05$).
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Figure 5. Summary of learning and maintenance data in dopamine-like neurons. (A) Cue-evoked dopamine-like neuronal responses develop similarly in adult and adolescent animals; (B) prereward delivery delay period dopamine-like neuronal responses are larger in adults; and (C) reward-evoked dopamine-like neuronal responses are larger in adults. All data are displayed as the mean ± SE normalized and smoothed firing rates from both age groups in all learning and maintenance sessions. Cue-evoked response time window was immediately following the cue (0 to .25 sec) (A); prereward delivery window was before the reward (−.55 to −.05 sec) (B); and reward-evoked response window was immediately following reward delivery (0 to .75 sec) (C). Asterisks denote significant group differences (*p < .05) during individual sessions.

Phasic responses evoked by reward predictive cues increase as learning progresses (10). Neuronal responses to rewards persisted during learning and maintenance. Of note, while in some paradigms, fully predicted outcomes no longer activate dopamine neurons after training (a phenomenon that is an integral component of the temporal difference error signal theory), dopamine neurons can maintain reward-evoked responses well into learning (21,27,31–33).

Adolescent neurons, similar to adults, were increasingly activated by the reward-predicting cue as learning progressed. Reward-evoked responses, however, differed as a function of age in two ways. First, adolescent dopamine neurons lacked prereward responses. In adults, these neurons increased their firing rate approximately 1 second before reward delivery. This response was linked to reward expectancy, as it was not evident early in training (before learning the action-outcome association), and was attenuated when the reward was removed during extinction. Similar responses by VTA neurons have been observed during the expectation period before an impending stimulus (29) and may contribute to attentional tuning during expectation periods (34) by increasing dopamine output in terminal regions such as nucleus accumbens and prefrontal cortex. Our observation that this anticipatory response was absent in adolescents may relate to the inability to wait before responding (impulsive action), which is increased in adolescents (35–37). Furthermore, reduced dopamine activation may attenuate maintenance of reward representations across temporal delays, leading to a strong preference for immediate over-delayed rewards (impulsive choice) in adolescents (38,39). These interpretations are consistent with a plethora of basic and clinical data indicating that dopaminergic stimulants, such as Ritalin, may enhance attentional

Figure 6. Adolescent dopamine-like neurons are associated with weaker adaptation to extinction. (A) Adult dopamine-like cue-evoked responses decrease magnitude more completely than those of adolescent neurons. Each panel depicts the normalized neuronal responses of dopamine-like neurons in both age groups. Data are displayed for sessions 7 and 8. Session 7 was divided into a block of reinforced actions (session 7R, 30 trials, top row) and a block of trials in which actions were no longer reinforced (extinction [session 7E], 30-minute block, middle row). Session 8 contained only trials in which actions were never reinforced (30-minute session, bottom row). Data are depicted similarly to Figures 2 and 4. The blue overlay depicts data from extinction trials. In extinction trials, data in the right column are aligned to the time that rewards were formerly delivered but now withheld. (B) Adult-evoked neuronal responses are of smaller magnitude than those of adolescents during extinction. Normalized neural activity of dopamine-like neurons is displayed for a window of time just before cue onset (−1.5 to −1.2 sec) and just after cue onset (0 to .3 sec). Data are displayed as the mean ± SE across all trials and neurons. Asterisk denotes significant group difference (*p < .05).
capacity and reduce impulsivity in adolescents by increasing dopamine signaling (40).

Second, reward-evoked dopamine responses were smaller in adolescents than in adults. Dopamine’s role in incentive motivation and reward processing has emerged recently as a critical component of theories related to adolescent behavioral vulnerabilities (2,6,12,14,41,42). These theories have advanced the hypothesis that adolescent dopamine neurons are hyperactive at baseline and in response to rewards compared with adults and that this hyperactivity contributes to adolescent behavioral vulnerabilities (14,15). Contrasting these theoretical predictions, our data indicate that adolescent dopamine neurons do not fire faster overall and are less activated before and during reward delivery than adult dopamine neurons.

Cue-Evoked Neural Responding Only Differs Between Age Groups After Extinction

Significant age-related differences in cue processing were observed during extinction. Adult VTA dopamine neurons, consistent with previous work (17), had diminished phasic responses to the cue predicting reward availability. But in adolescents, the phasic response of dopamine neurons to the cue remained robust after extinction. This difference in neural processing occurred even though adolescents displayed behavioral extinction to the same degree as adults, demonstrating that they had learned the absence of reward availability. This finding indicates that dopamine-like neurons in adolescent VTA maintain representations of a previous reward opportunity for longer than adults after behavioral extinction and suggests that behavioral extinction and adaptation of dopamine neuronal responses in adults and adolescents may occur via distinct processes.

In adolescents, enduring representations of previously attained rewards may facilitate renewal and reinstatement of earlier associations that lead to negative outcomes, such as cue-evoked drug seeking. Accordingly, adolescents demonstrate greater reinstatement of conditioned place preference for drugs of abuse (43,44). VTA dopamine neurons, through their projections to ventral striatum and prefrontal cortex, play a critical role in value learning, attention, and working memory (45,46). Previous studies suggest that cue-evoked dopamine release encodes incentive value, allowing the cue itself to take on motivational properties originally associated with the reward (47). Cues that had previously predicted reward availability may evoke an ongoing representation of previous action-reward associations in adolescent dopamine neurons, allowing this information to inform behavioral selection and executive function. In agreement with these data, adolescent rats are more motivated to work for cues formerly associated with reward (conditioned reinforcement) than adults (41). Long-lasting representations of previously rewarded associations may also increase flexibility of cue-guided behavior by adolescents in certain behavioral contexts (48).

Another interesting implication of these data is that adolescent behavior may be less functionally coupled to neuronal activity, as adolescents reduced behavioral responding in extinction even as dopamine neurons continued to activate to the cue. It is possible that cue-evoked dopamine activation in VTA, a signal classically associated with reward prediction (10), does not drive behavior as strongly in adolescent rats compared with adults. Previous work from our lab has found age-related differences in orbitofrontal and dorsal striatal in neuronal activity during instrumental behaviors (18,49). These regions are implicated in representing outcome value and driving behavioral selection, respectively (50–52), and activity processing in these regions could uniquely drive behavioral responding during extinction in adolescence.

VTA Nondopamine Neurons Encode Actions in Adolescents

VTA neurons that possessed shorter spike duration and/or faster firing rates than dopamine-like neurons displayed some differences in adolescents compared with adults. These neurons may be comprised predominantly of GABAergic neurons (20). The adult nondopamine neurons were not consistently responsive to any aspects of the task. In adolescents, however, these neurons were activated by the instrumental action, suggesting a novel role for nondopamine VTA neurons in adolescents during reward-associated actions. GABA neurons in VTA have been implicated previously in
influenced articles and books for lay audience with titles like Dopamine and Teenage Logic presumptively attribute a host of behaviors and clinical symptoms of adolescents to excessive reward-driven dopamine activity (65). Contrary to these assumptions, we find that adolescent VTA dopamine neurons have a reduced response to reward expectation and delivery. This is significant in the context of dopamine-related behavioral vulnerabilities because attenuated dopamine signaling during the expectation period may impact attentional capabilities to impending events and rewards. Our other key finding was that adolescent VTA dopamine neurons continue to signal previously reinforced associations after behavioral extinction, suggesting that they maintain a latent representation of cues that once predicted reward opportunity. Thus, even after extinction of an explicit action-reward association has occurred, similar cues in the environment could elicit robust dopamine neuron activation in adolescents and influence goal-directed behavior. These two properties of adolescent VTA neurons may deliver a one-two punch that leads to imprudent decision making when faced with a potential reward opportunity.
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